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THE REPRESENTATION THEORY OF 2, R),

A NON-INFINITESIMAL APPROACH

by Tom H. Koornwinder

Abstract

The representation theory of SL(2, R) is developed by the use of non-
infinitesimal methods. This approach is based on an explicit knowledge of the

matrix elements of the principal series with respect to the K-basis. The

irreducible subquotient representations of the principal series are determined,

and also their Naimark equivalences and unitarizability. All irreducible K-
unitary, K-finite representations of SL(2, R) are classified, where an inversion

formula for the generalized Abel transform provides an important tool.

1. Introduction

In 1947 two papers appeared on the representation theory of the two

prototypes of noncompact semisimple Lie groups, namely by Bargmann [2] on
SL(2, R) and by Gelfand & Naimark [18] on SL{2, C). The methods in the two
papers are surprisingly different. Bargmann uses the infinitesimal (i.e. Lie

algebraic) approach, while Gelfand & Naimark prefer non-infinitesimal (global)
methods. In subsequent work to generalize these results for arbitrary
noncompact semisimple Lie groups, the Bargmann approach has proved to be

most successful, in particular by the work of Harish-Chandra. (However, it is

interesting to note Mautner's [31] review of Harish-Chandra's paper [22].)
Without denying the success of the infinitesimal approach, I want to add

some motivation for a paper which favours the global approach:

(a) The didactic argument. The global approach is a more natural and direct one
and it does not require so much sophisticated functional analysis as the
infinitesimal approach.
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(b) Spin off to the theory of special functions and related harmonic analysis. The
global approach requires explicit knowledge of canonical matrix elements
of representations as special functions. This provides new group -theoretic

interpretations of well-known special functions and it also yields new

interesting special functions.

(c) The philosophical argument. The representation theory of semisimple Lie

groups is one of the great topics in mathematics at the moment. It is good to
have several distinct philosophies existing beside each other for the

development of this theory, where each philosophy provides a different
insight.

In this paper a global approach to the representation theory of SL(2, R) is

presented. It is based-on an explicit knowledge of the matrix elements of the

principal series representations with respect to a basis which behaves nicely
under the action of a maximal compact subgroup K.

Our program consists of four parts :

(i) Determine all irreducible subquotient representations of the principal series

representations of SL(2, R).

(ii) Determine which equivalence do exist between the representations in (i).

(iii) Prove that each irreducible representation of SL(2, R) is equivalent to some

representation in (i).

(iv) Which of the representations in (i) are unitarizable?

We will not only consider unitary representations, but, more generally, strongly
continuous representations on a Hilbert space which are K-unitary and X-finite
(cf. §2.1). Accordingly, we need a more general (but still non-infinitesimal) notion
of equivalence than the notion of unitary equivalence, namely Naimark
equivalence (cf. §4.1).

The four parts of the above program will be treated in Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6,

respectively. We start in Section 2 with the conputation of the canonical matrix
elements of the principal series representations. They can be expressed in terms

of hypergeometric or, more elegantly, Jacobi functions. These explicit
expressions will be used throughout the paper. Each section ends with extensive

bibliographic notes.

The theory required for parts (i), (ii) and (iv) of our program can be developed
in the more general situation of Hilbert representations of a locally compact

group G which are multiplicity free with respect to a compact subgroup X, cf. the

author's report [27]. This would make the theory applicable to SO0{n, 1) and
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SU(n, 1). For convenience, in order to avoid matrix manipulations, we restrict

ourselves here to the case that the compact subgroup K is abelian.

The results of this paper may be generalized rather easily to the universal

covering group of SL(2, R). The extension to SL(2, C) was done by Kösters [28],

see also Naimark [34, ch. 3, §9]. Hopefully, an extension to SO0(n, 1) and

SU(n, 1) is feasible.

The reader of this paper is supposed to already have a modest knowledge

about certain elements of semisimple Lie theory, like principal series and

spherical functions. Suitable references will be given. Some of this preliminary
material can also be found in the earlier version [27]. Modern accounts of the

infinitesimal approach to SL(2, R) can be found, for instance, in Schmid [36, §2]

or Van Dijk [9]. Takahashi [42] also presented a global approach to SL(2, R),

partly based on an earlier version of the present paper, partly (the global proof of

Theorem 5.4) independently.

Finally, I would like to thank G. van Dijk and M. Flensted-Jensen for useful

comments.

2. The canonical matrix elements
OF THE PRINCIPAL SERIES

2.1. Preliminaries

Let G be a locally compact group satisfying the second axiom of countability
(lese, group). A Hilbert representation of G is a strongly continuous but not
necessarily unitary representation x of G on some Hilbert space (x) (which is

always assumed to be separable). Let K be a compact subgroup of G. A Hilbert
representation x of G is called K-unitary if the restriction x \K of x to K is a unitary
representation of K. A Hilbert representation x of G is called K-finite respectively
K-multiplicity free if x is K-unitary and each Sek has finite multiplicity
respectively multiplicity 1 or 0 in x |K. If x is K-multiplicity free then the K-content
Ji(x) of x is the set of all ô g K which have multiplicity 1 in x \K.

Let K be a compact abelian subgroup of G and let x be a K-multiplicity free

representation of G. Choose an orthogonal basis {c|>51 ô g of (x) such

that
x(k)<t>5 0(/c)cj)5, 5 g J((t\ he K

We call {<j)5} a K-basis for J»f(x) and the functions xy5(y, ô g defined by

(2-1 hs (g)(t(g)it>8,<l\),

the canonical matrix elements of x (with respect lo K).
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2.2. The principal series

Let G be a connected noncompact real semisimple Lie group with finite
center. Let G KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition. For g g G write g

u(g)exp(H(gj)n(g\ where u(g) g K, //(#) g a (the Lie algebra of T) and rc(g) g N.

Let p g a* be half the sum of the positive roots. Let M be the centralizer of A in K.
For £, g M, X g a£ the principal series representation of G is obtained by
inducing the (not necessarily unitary) finite-dimensional irreducible
representation man -+ eMloga)^(m) of the subgroup MAN. In the so-called

compact picture we have the following realization of n^x (cf. Wallach [45,

Here the Hilbert space L\{K, Jf(^)) consists of all J"f(E,)-valued L2-functions / on
K such that /(/cm) £>{m~ k e K, m e M. The representation n^x is a K-
unitary Hilbert representation. It is unitary if X g ia*. By Frobenius reciprocity,

x is X-finite and n^ x is K-multiplicity free if each 8 g K is M-multiplicity free.

Let us now specialize the above results to G SL(2, R). It is convenient to
work with the group G SU{ 1, 1), isomorphic to SL(2, R):

§8.3]):

(2.2) K.x(0)/)(fc)

f e L\(K, Jffö),

(2.3)

Let

(2.4) K : ; 0<e<47tL

(2.5) A :

(2.6)

Then G K ANisan Iwasawa decomposition for G1), p(log

and M {u0, u2n}- M consists of the two one-dimensional representations
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(2.7) Uq - el^e, uQ e M, ^ 0 or

Let L2(K) consist of all / e L2(K) such that f(u^ + 2n) — /(w*j,) or — /(w^)
according to whether £, 0 or respectively.

Now, by using explicit expressions for the factors in the Iwasawa

decomposition ofg~ ß u^ (cf. Takahashi [39, §1]) we can write (2.2) in the case G

N1 1, 1) as follows :

(2.8) K.xto«.p)/)K)=- |äe^"- ße-JVr2*-1 f(ur),

i|/' : 2 arg(äe^-ße-^), ga,ß e G, e K, f e L2(K),

Ç - 0 or i,UC.
On putting gatß:= uBeK we get

(2-9) (7t4i x(we)/) ("+) /(w+-fl), / e L42(/Q, «9, u+eK,

which again shows that tu^ x is X-unitary. X consists of the representations

(2.10) bn(uQ):= einQ, uQeK,

where n runs through the set |Z, i.e., 2n e Z. An orthogonal basis for L2(K) is

given by the functions

(2.11) cMu+):= e-**, i^eX,
where n runs through the set Z + £ : {m + «E, | m e Z}. Then

(2.12) ^(we)(()n 5„(w0)(j)n, Uq e K, n e Z, + E,.

Thus x is X-multiplicity free,

(2-13) {3neK\neZ +

the (j^'s form a X-basis for L2(K) and the canonical matrix elements of tt^ x are

(2.14) 7i^ x> m n(g) (tt^ x(g)§„, <|>J g e G, m, n e Z + £

Because of the Cartan decomposition G — X.4X, jr a m n
is comnletelv

determined by its restriction to A. It follows from (2.8) and (2.11) that

KaWi) K) I ch\t _ shLt e~2^ \~2x + m-i
1. 1

• (ch^t — sh\t e~^)~2n.
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Hence

(2.15)

1

4k

n%,i,m,n(at) (ch^ty

1 - th\t e'*)-» + »- 1/2(1 _ f/,if 1/2ei(m-^

t e R, m,n e Z + £,

The following symmatry is evident from (2.15):

(2-16) - m, -n(a,) ^ I m „(a,).

2.3. Calculation of the canonical matrix elements

Let us calculate the integral (2.15). In view of (2.16) we can suppose m ^ n.

The binomial expansion

CO (q\
(2.17) (1-z)-* X TT2*' lzl < 1'aGC'

k o k\
where

T(a + k)
(2.18) (q)fc a(a+l)...(a + k-l)^•can be substituted for the first two factors in the integrand of (2.15). Now
interchange the order of summation and integration and perform the integration
in each term. Then we obtain (ra^n)

(2-19) nt,x>mJa,) (-±-±%~" 1

(m — n)\

2F1(A, + m + -|, \ — n + ^;m — n+ 1 ; (t/i|t)2),

where the 2FX denotes a hypergeometric series, defined by

- (tfUhL
(2.20) 2Fi(a,b;c;z):=L z | z | < 1, a, e C,

4 0 (c)k

cf. [10, Vol. I, Ch. 2],

The expression (2.20) is clearly symmetric in a and b. As a function of z, the

2Fl has an analytic continuation to a one-valued function on C\[l, oo).

Application of the transformation formulas
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(2.21) 2F1(a, b-c-z) (1

-z)~b2F

b; c; —

(1

—z)~a2F^a,c;

(cf. [10, Vol. I, §2.1 (22)]) to (2.19) yields

(2.22) x. m. „(a,)

(S^J)î)m-"(c/iit)'m""2F1(^--'n+i -X-« + i;m-n+l;-(sliit)2)
(m — n)

+ " + ^"»-" (^if)-"-"(cfeiff + "2Fj(X + m +i -X + m + i;m-«+l; -(sh|f)2).
(m — n)

It is more elegant to express the hypergeometric functions in (2.22) in terms of

Jacobi functions c^"'p) (|i, a, ß e C, a f{—1, — 2,...}), which are defined on R by

(2.23) P)(t)

:= 2f1(^(a + ß +1 + ip), i(a+ß + 1-ip); a +1 ; -( )2)

(cf. Koornwinder [36, §2]). Clearly,

(2.24) C p,(0) 1

(2.25) 4>ÎT- PV)

(2.26)
'

<t>ÎT" P)(t) 4>(%w(t) •

The function (J)1*'P) satisfies the differential equation

-(p2 + (a+ß+l)2)u(t),
where

Aa,p(t):= [sht)2^\chtf^\

and u : cj)^
ß is the unique solution of (2.27) which is regular at t 0 and

satisfies u(0) =* 1. For fixed a > —1, ße R, Jacobi functions ß) form a

continuous orthogonal system with respect to the measure Aa $(t)dt, t > 0.
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Substitution of (2.23) and (2.22) yields {m ^n):

(2-28)

-- -W"~Wt) ~m-(fôr-'"(in

(X + "+l)'"-" (sh±t)m-"(ch±t)m+m+ ">

(m — n)l

Application of (2.16) gives a similar result in the case m < n. Finally we
conclude :

Theorem 2.1. The canonical matrix elements K m n{at) (X e C ; £, 0 or

j; m, n e Z + t e R) o/ 5(7(1, 1) can he expressed in terms of Jacobi

functions by

(2-29) *t. x, ». „(a,) (sHr)|m-"i (cfcitr+yjs""1-m+n) m,
(\m — n\)

where

_ j(l + n+i)m-n if ^ n

(2-30) C£,,X,m,n- if II > »II

In view of (2.24), formulas (2.29) and (2.30) describe the asymptotics of

H- m, n near t 0.

2.4. Notes

2.4.1. The principal series of representations was first written down for

SL{2, R) by Bargmann [2], for SL(2, C) by Gelfand & Naimark [18], and for a

general noncompact semisimple Lie group by Harish-Chandra [21, §12].

2.4.2. Bargmann [2, §10] already obtained explicit expressions in terms of

hypergeometric functions for the canonical matrix elements of the irreducible

unitary representations of SL(2, R). He solved the differential equation satisfied

by these matrix elements, which is obtained from the Casimir operator. Vilenkin
[43, Ch. VI, §3] gives a derivation of these expressions which is similar to our
derivation in §2.4, starting from the integral representation (2.15).

2.4.3. It follows from the present paper that the spherical functions for

SL(2, R) can be expressed as Jacobi functions of order (a, ß) (0, 0). More

generally, the spherical functions on any noncompact real semisimple Lie group
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of rank 1 (i.e., dim(X) 1) can be written as Jacobi functions of certain order (cf.

Harish-Chandra [23, §13]). This motivated Flensted-Jensen [14] to study

harmonic analysis for Jacobi function expansions of quite general order (a, ß),

a > ß » -i This research was continued in several papers by Flensted-Jensen

and the author.

3. The irreducible subquotient representations
OF THE PRINCIPAL SERIES

3.1. SUBQUOTIENT REPRESENTATIONS

We start with the definition and some general properties and next derive an

irreducibility critérium (Theorem 3.2) and a decomposition theorem 3.3.

Let G be a lese, group and let x be a Hilbert representation of G. Let 0 be a

closed subspace of (x) and let P0 be the orthogonal projection from Jf(x) onto
Jtf0. Define

(3.1) z0(g)v : P0x{g)v geG,veJP0.

Then x{g) e f°r each ^eG, x0(e) — id., and g -> z0(g)v: G - is

continuous for each v e 34? 0. If also

(3-2) ^oididi) ^0(01)^0(92)»e

then x0 is a Hilbert representation of G on and it is called a subquotient
representation of x. Formula (3.2) is clearly valid if 0 is an invariant subspace of
Jf(x), i.e., if x(g)veJf0 for all g e G, ve In that case, x0 is called a
subrepresentation of x.

Lemma 3.1. Let be a closed subspace of Jf(x), /et be the closed
G-invariant subspace of J-f(x) which is generated by and let

x
;

Jf2nJf^. x0 is a subquotient representation ifand only if je 1 is G-
invariant.
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Proof. Let P0 and P1 denote the orthogonal projections on JF0 and

respectively. It follows from (3.1) that

^oiQiQi)» ~ ^0(^1)^0(^2)^

po^(Qi)pit(g2)v * Qu g2£ G,V g 3f0

x is the closed linear span of all elements P1t{g2)v, g2e G,ve Jf0. So (3.2)

holds iff P0x(g1)w 0 for all g1 e G, w g Jf
Let X be a compact subgroup of G and suppose that x is X-unitary. Let x0 be

a subquotient representation of x on and let and J-f2 be as in Lemma 3.1.

Then Jf2 and JFl are G-invariant subspaces, so Jf0 2 n J-ff is X-
invariant. It follows that x0 is X-unitary and that x0(/c)z; x(/c)y, k e K,v e JF0. If
X is compact abelian and if x is ^-multiplicity free then x0 is also X-multiplicity
free, ^T(x0) cz Ji(x) and xo>Yt6(0) xJt8{g) for y, 5 g M(x0\ g eG.

Let again X be a compact abelian subgroup of G and x a X-multiplicity free

Hilbert representation of G. Let 0 a X-invariant closed subspace of Jf(x).
Then, by Lemma 3.1, x0 defined by (3.1) is a subquotient representation if and

only if we can partition the X-basis for Jf(x) into three parts, the first part
providing a basis for 0, such that, for each g e G, the corresponding 3x3 block
matrix of (xy6(g)) takes the form

Theorem 3.2. Let X he a compact abelian subgroup of the lese, group G

and let x be a K-multiplicity free Hilbert representation of G. Let x0 be a

subquotient representation of x. Then the following three statements are

equivalent :

(a) x0 is. irreducible.

(b) For some 5 g Ji(x0) we have xyb ^ 0 / t5y for all y g Jl{xf).

(c) For all y, 5 g M(xf) we have xy5 ^ 0.

Proof. First note : if v JF(x0) and (v, <|)Y) ¥= 0 for some y g Jt{x0) then cj)Y

(element of the X-basis) belongs to the x0-invariant subspace of (x0) generated

by v. Indeed,

(3.3)

(v, c()r)ct)r y dv
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and
x(k)v Tç>(k)v

(b) => (a): Let 0 ^ v e 7f(x0). Let x be the x0-invariant subspace of

(x0) generated by v. Then (j>Y e 1 for some y e Now, for some g g G,

(TQ(0)(|>y, <t>8) T0, ô, y(g) Tô, y(g) ^ 0
>

so T0(g)<\)y and c))6 are in ^ For each ß g Ji(x0) we have (x0(gf)<|>5, (J)ß)

s= xß6(g) 0 for some g eG. Thus for all ß g so 1 Jf(x0).

(a) => (c) : Suppose xy6 0 for some y, 8 g Jt{i0). Then, for all g e G,

(x0(g)<\>6, c(>Y) 0. Hence, the i0-invariant subspace of 7f(x0) generated by cj)5 is

orthogonal to (j)Y, so i0 is not irreducible.

(c) => (b) : Clear.

Let t be K-multiplicity free, K being compact abelian. Define a relation -< on

Jl(i) by : y 8 iff iY) g / 0. Then y -< 8 iff cf)Y is in the x-invariant subspace of
(x) generated by cj)5. It follows that

ß -< y and y 8 => ß -< 8

Define a relation ~ on Ji(x) by : y ~ 8 iff xy 5 #0 ^ x6 y. It follows that ~ is an

equivalence relation on Ji(x) and that, if xy 5 # 0, a ~ y, ß ~ 8 then xa ß ^ 0. It
follows that, for a given equivalence set, we can partition M(x) into three parts,
the first part being the equivalence set, such that the corresponding 3x3 block
matrix for (xy5(g)) takes the form (3.3). In view of Theorem 3.2 this proves :

Theorem 3.3. Let G be a lese, group with compact abelian subgroup K
and let x be a K-multiplicity free representation of G. Then there is a unique
orthogonal decomposition of (x) into subspaces (xf), where the x/s are
precisely the irreducible subquotient representations of x.

3.2. The case 5(7(1, 1)

For X g C, Ç 0 or the representation x of G 5(7(1, 1) on L^(K) (cf.
(2.8)) is K-multiplicity free with K-content given by (2.13). By inspecting (2.29) for
small but nonzero t and by using (2.24) it follows that
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(3*4) n^,l,m,n ^ 0 <=> 7C^ „t. nU ^ ^ <=> ^ m „ ^ 0

where x m „ is given by (2.30). Combination of (3.4) with Theorems 3.2 and 3.3

yields :

Theorem 3.4. Depending on £, and X, the representation of
SU( 1, 1) has the following irreducible subquotient representations:

(a) X + + j:
7Tç x is irreducible itself

(b) X 0^ 1:

ti+/2, o on CI Span {<j>1/2, <t>3/2,...}

^i~/2,o on CI Span {..., <t>_3/2, <t>-1/2} •

These are also subrepresentations.

(c) U^eZ + i^>0:
Kt^ on Span {4>x+i/2> (t)x + 3/25 •••} 5

on CI Span <t>_x_3/2, <$>-%,-U2}>

i °n Span {<(> — x +1/2> + 3/2' — > 4**.-1/2} •

Among these n£%
and rtf >. are subrepresentations.

(d) l + ^eZ + il<0:
7t^ on CI Span {<t>_x+1/2, <t>-x+a/2. •••} »

n^x onCI Span {..., <K-3/2, 4>x-1/2} •

7iç, x on Span {<(>x +1/2^ <t)x + 3/2> — > •J'-*.-1/2} •

Among these 71?
x is a subrepresentation.

Proof

(a) C^,X,m,n ^ 0-

(b) c1/2i0,m,„ / 0<=>m,n < -iorm,n ^ i
(c) m„ / 0«>-X + i^n^X.-5

or m, « ^ - X - 5 or m, n > X + i.
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Thus Cçt x> w, „ has block matrix

— X — \ —X+j^n^X 2 n^X + 2

m ^ —X — I * * 0 \
X 2 ^ m ^ X 2

0 * o0

0m > X + \ * * /

where each starred block has all entries nonzero.

(d) c,c$,X,m,n r= V ^ A, i

or m, n > — X + %.

^ 0 <=> V+ 2 ^ m < — ^ ~ ^ or m, n ^ X — f

The finite-dimensional representation occurring in the above classification

are the representations Tij?a(X, + ^eZ+^, >^/0).

3.3. Notes

3.3.1. In the case of the unitary principal series (X imaginary), Theorem 3.4

was first proved by Bargmann [2, sections 6 and 7]. See van Dijk [9, Theorem

4.1] for the statement and (infinitesimal) proof of our Theorem 3.4 in the general

case. A proof of Theorem 3.4 similar to our proof was earlier given by Barut &
Phillips [3, §11 (4)].

3.3.2. Theorem 3.4 in the case of imaginary and nonzero X is contained in a

general theorem by Bruhat [5, Theorem 7 ; 2] : For E, e M, X e ia, the principal
series representation x of G (cf. (2.2)) is irreducible if s X # X for all s/e in
the Weyl group for (G, K).

3.3.3. Gelfand & Naimark [18, §5.4, Theorem 1] proved the irreducibility
of the unitary principal series for SL(2, C) by a global method different from ours,
working in a noncompact realization and calculating the "matrix elements" of
the representation with respect to a (continuous) N-basis.

3.3.4. Analogues of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 can be formulated in the case of
non-abelian X, cf. [27, Theorem 3.3]. In that case the canonical matrix elements

ty 5 are matrix-valued functions. By using this method, Naimark [34, Ch. 3, §9,

No. 15] examined the irreducibility of the nonunitary principal series for
SL(2, C), see also Kösters [28].

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XXVIII, fasc. 1-2. 5
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3.3.5. Further applications of the irreducibility critérium in Theorem 3.2

can be found in Miller [32, Lemmas 3.2 and 4.5] for the Euclidean motion

group of R2 and for the harmonic oscillator group, Takahashi [39, §3,4] for the
discrete series of SL(2, R) and [41, p. 560, Cor. 2] for the spherical principal series

of F4(_ 20) •

3.3.6. The method of this section does not show in an a priori way that a K-
multiplicity free principal series representation has only finitely many irreducible
subquotient representations. Actually, this property holds quite generally, cf.

Wallach [45, Theorem 8.13.3].

4. Equivalences between irreducible subquotient representations
OF THE PRINCIPAL SERIES

4.1. Naimark equivalence

In this subsection we derive a critérium (Theorem 4.5) for Naimark
equivalence of K-multiplicity free representations. Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 are

preparations for its proof.
Let G be an lese, group.

Definition 4.1. Let a and x be Hilbert representations of G. The

representation a is called Naimark related to x if there is a closed (possibly)

unbounded) injective linear operator A from J^(o) to (x) with domain B(A)
dense in J-f(a) and range 0t{A) dense in (x) such that Ji(T) is a-invariant and

Au(g)v p= x{G)Av for all v e B(A\ g g G. Then we use the notation a ~ x or
A

a ~ T.

Naimark relatedness is not necessarily a transitive relation (cf. Warner [48,

p. 242]). However, we will see that it becomes an equivalence relation (called

Naimark equivalence) when restricted to the class of unitary representations or of

K-multiplicity free representations, K abelian.

Two unitary representations a and x of G are called unitarily equivalent if
there is an isometry A from onto J4?(x) such that Ao(g)v x(g)Av for all
v g ^(cj), g e G. Clearly unitary equivalence is an equivalence relation.
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Proposition 4.2. Two unitary representations of an lese, group G are

Naimark related if and only if they are unitarily equivalent.

See Warner [48, Prop. 4.3.1.4] for the proof.

Let X be a compact abelian subgroup of G. Let a and x be X-multiplicity free

representations of G. Let {(j)8} and {v|/5} be X-bases for 0F(à) and Jf(x),

respectively.

Lemma 4.3. If a ~ x then J((à) Jt(x), cj)8 g 9(A) and i[/8 g 01(A)

(6g. //(a)), and there are nonzero complex numbers c8(8g</#(ct)) such that

(4.1)

In particular

(4.2)

Proof. Let 8 g

property of A,

(Av, v|/8) cs(v, (j)8), v g 9(A).

c5i|/8 •

Let v g 9(A). We have, by the intertwining

b(k l)<j(k)vdk (v, 4>8)4>8,

8(/c 1)Aa(k)vdk 3(k l)o(k)Avdk

'(Av, \|/5)\|/5 if 8 g

0 if 8 $ Jf(x).

Since A is closed, we conclude that (v, c()5)ct>5 g 9(A) and

4(L ^>5)<t>s)
'(Av, \|/8)\l/8 if 8 g

0 if 8 ^ Ji(x).

Since A is injective with dense domain, the left hand side is nonzero for certain
v g 9(A). Hence 8 g Jt(x\ cj>8 g 9(A) and (4.2) and (4.1) hold for certain nonzero
c8. Finally, since A is closed with dense range, M(rx) Ji(x).

Lemma 4.4. Let A be a possibly unbounded, not necessarily closed, injective
linear operator from 0f(<j) to 0P(x) which satisfies all other properties of
Definition 4.1. Suppose that (j)ô g 9(A) for all 8 g Jt(rx\ Jifs) Ji(x) and,
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for each ô e Ji(a\ there is a complex number cb such that (Av, \|/8) c5(v, (j)5)

for all v e @(A). Then the closure Ä of A is one-valued and injective, Ä
satisfies all properties of Definition 4.1 and

(4.3) @{Ä) {v e #>(a) \ £ I ^ <t>6) I
2 < oo}

Se.// (a)

Proof Let {vn} be a sequence in @(A) such that v„ -> vin Jf(o) and Avn - w

in Jf(x). Then, for each ô e Ji(p\

(w, \|/8) - lim (Avn, v|/8) c6 lim (vn, <|)8) c8(u, 4>s).
n -> oo n -> cxj

Hence d 0 iff w 0, so Ä is one-valued and injective.
To prove the domain invariance and intertwining property of Ä, let

v e @(Ä), so vn - v, Avn -> Äv

for some sequence {vn} in @(A). If g e G then

a(g)vn- a(g)v and Aa(g)v„ x(g)Avn -> x

so <j(g)v e Q)(A) and Äa(g)v x(g)Äv.

Finally, to prove (4.3), first suppose that v e Jf(a) and

^öe.// (a)
I c&(vi ^S) I

2 < 00 •

Then

v Z(u, <t)6)<|)5, w : - Zc8(ü, ct>5)\|/5 e (t) and Ä<|>8

c8\|/8, so, w and v e ^(T).

Conversely, let v e Q)(A). Then Äv I*(Äv, vl/8)v|/5 Zc5(v, c|)8)\l/8 (note (Äv, \|/8)

cs(v,<j)6) by (4,1)). Hence Z, | cs(v,4>6) |
2 < oo. O

Next we will prove a critérium for Naimark relatedness of K-multiplicity free

representations a and x in terms of the canonical matrix elements.

Theorem 4.5. Let G be an lese, group with compact abelian subgroup K.
Let a and x be K-multiplicity free representations of G. Let {<|)8} and

{i|/5} be K-bases of Jf(a) and Jf(x), respectively. For each

ô e J?(a) n Jt(t) let 0 ^ cs e C. Then the following two statements are

equivalent :
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(a) a ~ x and A<\>b c6i|/6, ô e

(b) M(à) — Ji(x) and, for ail y, 5 e

(4.4) xYtS Cy 3<jy 5

with Cy g Cy/c6.

If moreover, a and x are irreducible then (a) and (b) are also equivalent to :

(c) For some y, 8 e Jf(o) n ^(x) (4.4) holdsfor some nonzero complex CY? 5.

Proof

(a) => (b): Apply Lemma 4.3. By using (4.1) we have

Cy(ct(0)4>8, ^y) ^y) ("C(0M4>S. ^y)

c5(x(öf)v|/s, \|/Y).

(b) => (a): Define Aon the domain {v e Jf(a) | £ | <t>8) |
2 < 00} by

Av := Zc5(p, 4>5)v|/ô. Then T is injective with dense domain and range and A

satisfies (4.1). We will prove that @(A) is G-invariant and that A is an intertwining
operator. Let v e Q>{A\ g eG. Then, by (4.4) and the definition of Av :

Cy(v(d)v,<t\)CyZs(V, 4>sK, Sig)

25cs(ü, c|>8)ty, &(g)(t \|/Y).

Hence

Sy I cY(a(g)t>, 4>y) 12 || t ||
2 < co

So <j(g)v e 3){A) and A<j(g)v x(g)Av. Now apply Lemma 4.4.

(c) => (b) : (a, x irreducible) : We will first show that M(d) — Ji(x) and, for
each ß g Jî{p\ xy ß CY> ßaYj ß and xß> § Cß; §aß5 5 for some nonzero complex
Cy ß

and Cß 5. It follows from (4.4) evaluated for g glkg2 that

I ßWTy,ß(0l)Tß,s(02)
ße ,(t (t)

— CSty ^ ß(k)<5y, ß(gi)<Jß, s(g2), gl9 g2 e G, k e K
ß 6 ,tt (CT)

Both sides are absolutely and uniformly convergent Fourier series in k e K.
Because of Theorem 3.2 and the irreducibility of a and x, for each ß e Ji(x)
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respectively ß g Ji{a) the Fourier coefficient at the left respectively right hand
side does not vanish identically in gu g2. Hence Jf(a) Mif) and

Ty,ß(0i)TMfe2) Cy>5aY>ß(öf1)aß55(öf2).

This implies

xy, p — CY> ß^y, p and iß, 8 Cßi 5aß s with Cy ßCß5 5 CY>5.

By repeating this argument we prove that xa ß Ca ßaa ß for all a, ß e Jt(o)
and that Ca ßCß 5 Ca i.e. Ca> ß — Ca §/Cß §.

Corollary 4.6. Let G he an lese, group with compact abelian subgroup
K. Then Naimark relatedness is an eguivalence relation in the class of K-
multiplicity free representations of G.

4.2. The case SU( 1, 1)

Consider irreducible subquotient representations of n^x as classified in
Theorem 3.4. By comparing K-contents it follows that the only possible
nontrivial Naimark equivalences are :

^ rc^ + E,, ß + ^Z + i
and

nt^ — Kt Kt i — nt n-*•
(X + &Z+i A,#0).

Suppose that a and i are irreducible subquotient representations of k and

respectively, and that (j)m e Jf(a) n Jt(i) for some m e Z 4- It follows
from Theorem 4.5 that a ~ t iff x^ M m m. This last identity already
holds if it is valid for the restrictions to A. In view of (2.29) and (2.30) we have : a

- x iff

(4.5) ())(2Vm)W - <\>{2%2m\t), te R

Formula (4.5) holds if X ± p (cf. (2.26)). Conversely, assume (4.5) and expand
both sides of (4.5) as a power series in —(sh t)2 by using (2.23) and (2.20). The

coefficients of — (sh t)2 yield the equality

(m + 1 + X) (m + 1 — X) (m + 1 + p) (m + 1 — p)

Hence X ±p. We have proved:
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Theorem 4.7. Let a and x(a^x) be irreducible subquotient

representations of the principal series. Then a is Naimark equivalent to x in

precisely the following situations (cf the notation of Theorem 3.4) :

(a) n^x ^ _x(X + &Z+i A^O)

(b) n£x ^ nf _x, nh =* ti£ _x, n^x ~ (X + ^eZ +i X^O).

Remark 4.8. It follows from Theorém 3.4 and Theorem 4.7 that each

irreducible subquotient representation of some x is Naimark equivalent to

some irreducible subrepresentation of some x.

It follows from Theorems 4.7 and 4.5 that for each £, g {0, and X e C\{0}
we have identities

(4-6) rn, 8 — x, m, n K^, X, m, n

for certain nonzero complex constants Q Xt m „, where m, n e Z + | and, if X

+ t, g Z 4- j, we have the further restriction that m, n g — oo, —\X \ — j] or
m,ne[~\X\ + | X [ — f] or m, n g [| X | + f oo). Indeed, it follows from

(2.29) and (2.26) that (4.6) holds with

(4.7) r
X, m, n

A calculation using (4.7) and (2.30) shows that

(4-8) Q, X, m, n X, X, n

with

(4-9) e? m const. const.
T( — X-\-m-\-^) T( — X — m H- fj

£ X m — 7— — COnSt. 7

F(X + m-\- fj V(X — m + j)
const. (-l)m~^ r( — X + m + f) r(-X-m + f)

(-1
— const.

r(A.+m+-j) r(i-m+i)

If A + + ithen we can use all alternatives for c^Xm, but if X + Ç g Z + |
then we can use precisely one alternative. Now, by Theorem 4.5, we obtain:

Proposition 4.9. Let a ~ x be one of the equivalences of Theorem 4.7
with a being a subquotient representation of n^ x. Then
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(41°) A<bm C^^m<\>m,

where me Z + £, such that 8m e Jf{o) and K m is given by 4.9

4.3. Notes

4.3.1. Definition 4.1 of Naimark relatedness goes back to Naimark [33].
He introduced this concept in the context of representations of the Lorentz

group on a reflexive Banach space. Next he gave a much more involved
definition in his book [34, Ch. 3, §9, No. 3]. Afterwards, many different versions

of this definition appeared in literature, which all refer to [34]. We mention
Zelobenko & Naimark [51, Def. 2] ("weak equivalence" for representations on

locally convex spaces), Fell [13, §6] (Naimark relatedness for "linear system

representations") and Warner [48, p. 232 and p. 242]. Warner starts with the

definition of Naimark relatedness for Banach representations of an associative

algebra over C (this definition is similar to our Definition 4.1) and next he defines

Naimark relatedness for Banach representations of an lese, group G in terms of
Naimark relatedness for the corresponding representations of MC(G) or
(equivalently) Cc(G). Warner's definition seems to be standard now. Poulsen
[35, Def. 33] gives Naimark's original definition [33] and he calls it weak

equivalence. Fell [13] (see also Warner [48, Theorem 4.5.5.2]) proved that, for
K-finite Banach representations of a connected unimodular Lie group, two
representations are Naimark related iff they are infinitesimally equivalent.

4.3.2. Our implication (c) => (a) in Theorem 4.5 is related to Wallach [44,
Cor. 2.1]. Theorem 4.7 can be formulated for general semisimple Lie groups G. If
7i^ h is an irreducible principal series representation and if 5 g IT then n^ x

— (cf. Wallach [44, Theorem 3.1]). This yields part (a). Regarding part
(b) see Lepowsky's [29, Theorem 9.8] result that n^ x and 7i^s s.^ have equivalent
composition series.

4.3.3. Theorem 4.7 was first proved in the unitarizable cases by Bargmann
[2]. He used infinitesimal methods. Takahashi [39] proved Theorem 4.7 (again
in the unitarizable cases) by calculating the diagonal matrix elements k m n{at)

and by observing that they are even in X. Gelfand, Graev & Vilenkin [17,
Ch. VII, §4] obtained Theorem 4.7 by working in the noncompact realization of
the principal series and by explicitly constructing all possible intertwining
operators.

4.3.4. Analogues of the results in §4.1 hold for nonabelian K and (in
Lemmas 4.3, 4.4 and Corollary 4.6) for K-finite representations, cf. [27, §4].
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5. Equivalence of irreducible representations of 5(7(1, 1)

TO subrepresentations of the principal series

The first two subsections review some generalities about Gelfand pairs and

spherical functions. By using the concepts developed there we can next, in §5.4,

translate the problem of classifying the irreducible representations of 517(1, 1) in

such a way that the problem can be solved by global methods. For this the

generalized Abel transform (§5.3) and the Chebyshev transform pair of Deans

(Theorem 5.10) are the main tools. The problem is finally reduced to finding the

continuous characters on the convolution algebra ^even(R) (Prop. 5.7).

5.1. Spherical functions

We remember some of the standard facts about spherical functions (cf. for
instance Godement [20], Helgason [25, Ch. X], Faraut [12, Ch. 1]). Let G be

a unimodular lese, group with compact subgroup K. (G, K) is called a Gelfand

pair if Cc(K\G/K) is a commutative algebra under convolution. If there is a

continuous involutive automorphism a on G such that ol(KxK) Kx~1K(xeG)
then (G, K) is a Gelfand pair. If (G, K) is a Gelfand pair and the irreducible
representation x of G is unitary or K-finite then the representation 1 of K has

multiplicity 0 or 1 in x.

Let (G, K) be a Gelfand pair. A spherical function is a function 4> # 0 on G

such that

§(xky)dk, x, y e G

The nonzero continuous algebra homomorphisms from (or
C* (K\G/K)if G is a Lie group) to C are precisely of the form

(5.1) / f(x)cj)(x

where 4» is a spherical function. If x is a K-unitary representation of G and if «Jf(x)
contains a K-fixed unit vector v, unique up to a constant factor, then x
-> (t(x)d, v)isa spherical function.
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5.2. Spherical functions of type 5

Let G be a unimodular lese, group with compact subgroup K. Let

K* : {(Kk)eG x K \ k e K}

Let 5 e K and let x be a X-unitary representation of G. Then x ® S (S the

contragredient representation to 5) is a X*-unitary representation of G x X on

^f(T) ® «^(8).

Lemma 5.1. The multiplicity of 8 in x\K is equal to the multiplicity of the

representation 1 of X* in x ® S |Ä5|e. x is irreducible iff x ® S is irreducible.

x is unitary iff x ® S is unitary.

This can be proved immediately. By using the results summarized in §5.1 we

conclude that (G x X, X*) is a Gelfand pair if there exists a continuous involutive
homomorphism a on G such that for each (g, k) e G x X we have a(#)

k1g~1k2, oc(/c) klk~lk2 for certain ku k2 e K. Furthermore, if (G x K, K*)
is a Gelfand pair and if the irreducible representation x of G is unitary or K-finite
then x is K-multiplicity free. In particular, this applies to SU( 1, 1):

Proposition 5.2. If G SU( 1,1) then (GxK.K*) is a Gelfand pair.

Proof. For g e SU( 1, 1) define vfg) : '(g1)- Then a is a continuous
involutive automorphism on G and a(uf) u_f on A, a(ue) w_e on K. Since

G KAK, a has the required properties.

Let (G x K, X*) be a Gelfand pair. Identify G x {<?} with G. A spherical
function on G x K is completely determined by its restriction to G. By using the

results mentioned in §5.1 we obtain the following properties. First, a continuous

function cj) on G is the restriction to G of a spherical function on G x K iff cj) ^0
and

(Kx)<My) §(xkyk 1 )dk,x,y s G

Next, let

IC(G) (or /«(G))

{/ 6 Cc(G) (or C«(G)) I /(kgk-1) f{g),
g e G,k e K}.
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These are commutative topological algebras under convolution and their
characters are precisely of the form (5.1), where cj> is a spherical function on G

x K. If <}> is a spherical function on G x K then there is a b e K such that for all

a g G the function k -» c|)(x/c) on K belongs to 8. Then 8 is called a spherical

function of type 8 on G (with respect to K), cf. Godement [19]. It is funny that

spherical functions of type 8 are on the one hand generalizations of ordinary
spherical functions for (G, K), on the other hand restrictions to G of ordinary
spherical functions for (G x K, X*).

For convenience, we take a one-dimensional 8 g K. Then a spherical function
(j> on G. x K is of type 8 iff

(j>(.\'/c) 4>(/cx) 8(/c)cj)(x), x g G, k g K
Let

ICJG) (or IffG))
: {/ g Cc(G) (or Cf(G)) \ f(xk) f(kx)

8(/c)/(x), x g G, k g K}

These are closed subalgebras of IC(G) (or /C°°(G)) and their characters are precisely
of the form (5.1), where c(> is a spherical function of type 8. Finally, if i is a K-
unitary representation of G and if J-f(x) contains a unit vector v satisfying x{k)v

b(k)v, unique up to a constant factor, then x - (t(x)p, v) is a spherical function
of type 8.

5.3. The generalized Abel transform

Let G be a connected noncompact real semisimple Lie group with finite
center. Use the notation of §2.2. For given Haar measures dk, da, dn on K, A, N,
respectively, normalize the Haar measure on G such that

(5.2) f{g)dg f(kan)e2p{loga) dk da dn, f g Cc(G)

(cf. Helgason [25, Ch. X, Prop. 1.11]). Note the property

(5.3) f(n)dn e2p(loga) f{ana l)dn, f g Cc(N), a g A

(cf. [25, Ch. X, proof of Prop. 1.11]).
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For X e a£ let Ux be the representation of G induced by the one-dimensional

representation an — ex (log a) of the subgroup AN :

(5.4) (U\g)f)(k) : e-* + xm'~lk> f{u{g~lk)), / e L\K\ g e G, ke K

The representation C/x is easily seen to split as a direct sum of principal series

representations n^ x. Ux restricted to K is the left regular representation of K.
Let 8 e K. For convenience, suppose that 8 is one-dimensional. The

generalized Abel transform f - F6f : Ic b{G) - Cc(A) is defined by

(5.5) F%a): epiloga) f(an)dn, a e A

If G SU( 1,1) and 8=1 then this transform can be rewritten as the classical

Abel transform, cf. §5.4.

Proposition 5.3. The mapping f - F6f is a continuous homomorphism

(with respect to convolution on G and A, respectively) from If8(G) to

Cf(A). Furthermore,

(5.6) j Fsf(a)e~l^a) daJ l\g~%f e /cœ8(G), X e a?,

A G

where denotes the inner product on L2(K).

Proof The continuity is immediate. The homomorphism property follows

easily from (5.2) and (5.3) (cf. Warner [49, pp. 34, 35]). For the proof of (5.6)

substitute (5.4) into the right hand side of (5.6) :

f(g)(U\g-%Z)dg /(0)c-<p+ »»<»*) 8((udg

/(9)e-<P+^<9> 5((u{g))-yg

f(kan)eip K> log" 5 1)rf/c da dn

f(an)e<p log dn da

F;Ua)e-Mlogo) da.
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Now let GS 1/(1, 1). Write F}(t)and IfjG) instead of Fsf(at)and /cœ8„(G),

respectively. If n eZ +£,then (5.5) and (5.6) take the form

(5.7)

and

(5.8)

F}(t) f(a,nz)dz

F"f(t)e~x' dt= /h/ht.. l)dg,

where dg (2k) 1e'dQdtdz if u9a,nz.

an

5.4. The main theorem

It is the purpose of this section to prove :

Theorem 5.4. Let x be an irreducible K-unitary representation of
SU{ 1, 1) which is K-finite or unitary. Then x is Naimark equivalent to

irreducible subrepresentation of some principal series representation x.

By Proposition 5.2 x is K-multiplicity free. If bn e Ji(i) then write x„ n instead

of x5n 5n. In view of Theorem 4.5 and Remark 4.8 it is sufficient for the proof of
Theorem 5.4 to show that for some 5n g Mix), for some XeC and for £ g {0,

with n g Z + we have

(5.9) % X, n, n

Both sides of (5.9) are spherical functions of type ô„. Then (5.9) holds if the

corresponding characters on Ifn(G) are equal. Hence Theorem 5.4 will follow
from

Proposition 5.5. Let G SU{l,l\ne^Z. Let a be a continuous
character on Ifn{G). Then

(5.10) oif) /teK, X. n, n(g l)dfe

for some XeC and for £, e {0, such that e Z +
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Now substitute (5.8) into the right hand side of (5.10). Thus, for the proof of
Prop. 5.5 we have to show that each continuous character a on Ifn(G) takes the
form

(5.11) oif) Ff{t)e~Xt du f e /-„(G).

for some X e C. In §5.5 we will prove:

Theorem 5.6. Let G SU( 1, 1), nefZ. The mapping f -» Fnf is a

topological algebra isomorphism from Ifin{G) onto .(^even(R), the algebra of
even C00functions with compact support on R.

Thus, in view of (5.11) we are left to prove:

Proposition 5.7. The continuous characters on ^even(R) have the form

00

h—> h{t)e~1'dt

— oo

for some X e C.

5.5. Completion of the proof of the main theorem

By the discussion in §5.4 we reduced the proof of Theorem 5.4 to the task of

proving Theorem 5.6 and Prop. 5.7. Theorem 5.6 was partly proved in Prop. 5.3.

It is left to prove that / -> Fnf is injective on Ifn(G) with image ^even(R) and that
the inverse mapping is continuous. In order to establish this we identify both

Ifn(G) and @evcn(R), considered as topological vector spaces, with ^([1, oo)) and

we rewrite f - Fnf as a mapping from ^([1, co)) onto itself. This mapping turns
out to be a known integral transformation, for which an inverse transformation

can be explicitly given. First note:

Lemma 5.8. The formula

(5.12) f{x)g(x2)

defines an isomorphism of topological vector spaces f - g from ^even(R) onto

^([0, oo)).
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Proof. Clearly, if g e 0([O, oo)) then / e ^even(R) and the mapping g ^ f is

continuous. Conversely, let / e ^even(R) and let g be defined by (5.12). By

complete induction with respect to n we prove: g{n)(0) exists and there is a

function fn e ^even(R) such that

fn(x) gw(x2), e R

and /-/„:^even(R) ^®even(R) '? continuous. Indeed, suppose this is proved

up to n— 1. Then

2x(f"-l))'(x2) /;_,(*) fn-1 (y)-

gw(x2) \

For / 6 If„(G)define

fn- i(tx)dt :f„{x).

1

,2
(5.13) 7(x) : f(( (X1)2 )\ xe [l,oo).

1)2 X

For f e ILX n(G) define

(5.14) Rchjt) : h(t),teR.

Lemma 5.9. The mapping f - f defined by (5.13) is an isomorphism of
topological vector spaces from Ifn{G) onto ^([1, oo)). The mapping h -* h

defined by (5.35) is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces from ^even(R)

onto S?([l, oo)).

Proof The second statement follows from Lemma 5.8. For the proof of the

first statement introduce global real analytic coordinates on G by the mapping

(z,
fKi + |z|2)T z

z
1 1

e~2i*(l+\Z\2j2

from C x (R/47tZ) onto G. If g e ^([1, oo)) and

r((k\ l + |z[2)i z \\ A/ i

/ - :

V\ z e-F^l + lzl2)^//
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then / e /^„(G), J g and the mapping -* is continuous. Conversely, if

/ e then /, as a function of z and cj>, is radial in z, so the function

/ <! i =2)i z \ pz / ,zeR,
^ z (i+z2F

j_
belongs to ^even(R). Now make the transformation z {x2 —1)2 and apply
Lemma 5.8. It follows that f e ^([1, oo)) and that the mapping / -> / is

continuous.
Define the Chebyshev polynomial Tn(x) by

(5.15) ^„(cos 0) : cos nQ

It follows from (5.7) that, for / e In(G) :

F}(t) e*

~ l2L ' 2l
7(\chjt+iizei!|) I — ——

\|ch\t + \ize2Î\'

e2 7(k/»ît + ï('zei'|)T2|„|l— —
U\

so

F}(t) 2 7(y)T2\„\{y
1 ch\t){y2 —

This formula shows that Fnf is even on R, so Fnf e ^even(R). Now, by (5.14):

(5.16) F}(x) 2 f(y)T2\n\(y ^Xr-* e [1, co]

For n0, (5.16) takes the form

F°Ax) 2 7(y)(y2-x2) lydy.
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The problem of inverting this just means to solve the Abel integral equation, as

was pointed out by Godement [20]. Indeed, we get

T(y)
d „— F°r(x)(x2 — y2)*dx

dx

For general n, we can use an inversion formula obtained by Deans [7, (30)], see

also Matsushita [30, §2.3] and Koornwinder [27, §5.9] :

Theorem 5.10. For m0, 1, 2,..., ge®([1, co)), x e [1, oo) define

(5.17) (Amg)(x): 2 g(y)Tm(y2-x2)

(5.18) (Bmg)(x): -R" g'(y)Tm(x y)(y -

Then Am and Bm map ©([1, co)) into itself and AmBm id, BmAm id.

This theorem shows that / Fnf is a linear bijection from In{G) onto
^even(R). Finally in order to prove the continuity of the inverse mapping, we
show that Bm is continuous. Just expand Tm(x~ly) as a polynomial and use that

dy
h(y)(y2-x2) 2 ydy

y ' jy) h{y){y2-x2) 2ydy

by the properties of the Weyl fractional integral transform (cf. [11, Ch. 13]). This
completes the proof of Theorem 5.6.

Proof of proposition 5.7. Extend a to a continuous linear functional on
^(R), for instance by putting a(/) Oif/ is odd. Choose fx e ^even(R) such that
a(/i) # 0. Let

P3y)/i)(.x) : fi(xR.

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XXVIII, fasc. 1-2. 6
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By the continuity and homomorphism property of a we have, for / e ^even(R):

o(/i)a(/) at/i*/) -
Hence

<4My)fi)f(y)dy

<*(/)

where

mmdy, f e ®even(R),

ßW: Ka(/i)) ^(VWi) + '/(/.I >)./;))

Then ß is even and it is a continuous function by the continuity of a. It follows
from the homomorphism property of a and from the fact that ß is even, that

ßMßOO U${x+y)+ ß(*-.y))>

so ß(0) 1. This is d'Alembert's functional equation. By continuity, Re ß(x)

> 0 if 0 ^ x ^ x0 for some x0 > 0. Then ß(x0) cosh c for some complex c

a + ib with a > 0, —\k < b < jk. Now, following the proof in Aczel [1,
2.4.1] it can be shown x) that for all integer n, m ^ 0

p(p x.) - »»h q.
So, by continuity and evenness of ß :

ß(x) cosh — x ] for all x g R

5.6. Notes

5.6.1. Some other examples of Gelfand pairs (G x X, K*) are provided by G

- SO0(n, 1), K SO(n) and G SU(n, 1), K S(U(n) x U( 1)), cf. Boerner
[4, Ch. VII, §12; Ch. V, §6], Dixmier [8] or Koornwinder [27, Theorems 5.7,

5.8].

5.6.2. The main Theorem 5.4, which was first proved in the case of unitary
representations by Bargmann [2], is a special case of the subrepresentation

l) I thank H. van Haeringen for this reference.
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theorem for noncompact semisimple Lie groups due to Casselman (cf. Wallach
[47, Cor. 7.5]). Casselman's theorem improves Harish-Chandra's [22,

Theorem 4] subquotient theorem.

5.6.3. The generalized Abel transform / -> F8f can be defined for general K-

type 5. It was introduced by Harish-Chandra [24, p. 595] in the spherical case,

Takahashi [40, §2] in the case G SO0{n, 1) and Warner [49, 6.2.2] in the

general case. The injectivity of this transform holds generally, cf. Warner [49].
The image of /*5(G) under this transform is known in the spherical case (cf.

Gangolli [16]) and if G has real rank Land 8 is one-dimensional (cf. Wallach
[46]), but seems to be unknown in the general case (cf. Warner [49, p. 36]).

5.6.4. In [39] Takahashi also reduces the proof of Theorem 5.4 to

Proposition 5.5. However, he proves Prop. 5.5 by considering eigenfunctions of
the Casimir operator, since he did not know, then, how to invert the transform /
— Fnf. In [42] he independently obtained a proof of Prop. 5.5 similar to ours.

Earlier, in [40, §4.1] he used a similar method in the spherical case of G

SO0(n, 1). Naimark [34, Ch. 3, §9] proved the subquotient theorem for
SL(2, C) by methods somewhat related to ours.

5.6.5. Part of Lemma 5.8 is contained in Whitney [50]. See Schwarz [37]
for a theorem on Cx-functions which are invariant under a more general Weyl

group.

5.6.6. Theorem 5.10 more generally holds with Gegenbauer polynomials of
integer of half integer order as kernels, cf. Deans [6], [7], Koornwinder [27,
§5.9]. Deans' proof uses the inversion formula for the Radon transform. The
author's proof uses Weyl fractional integral transforms and generalized
fractional integral transforms studied by Sprinkhuizen [38]. Matsushita [30,
§2.3] considers the transformation / - F} for general real n in the context of the
universal covering group of SL(2, R) and he derives the inversion formula with a

proof due to T. Shintani, which uses Mellin transforms.

6. Unitarizability of irreducible subrepresentations
OF THE principal series

6.1. A CRITERIUM FOR UNITARIZABILITY

Remember that a representation of an lese, group G on a Hilbert space is

strongly continuous if and only if it is weakly continuous (cf. Warner [48,
Prop. 4.2.2.1]). Thus, if i is a (strongly continuous) Hilbert representation of G
then t defined by
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(6.1) x(g) : T (g!),e G,

is again a (strongly continuous) Hilbert representation of G on J^(x). The

representation x is called the conjugate contragredient to x. The representation x

is unitary iff x x.

Theorem 6.1. Let G be an lese, group with compact abelian subgroup K.
Let x be a K-multiplicity free representation of G. Let {cj)s} be a K-basisfor
Jf(x). Let c8(ô e J(x)) be positive real numbers. Then the following statements

are equivalent to each other:

(a) x is Naimark equivalent to some unitary representation.
A

(b) x ~ x with Acj)5 c5(|>ô(8 e Jf(xj).

(c) *y,5 (g!)— t5, y(0), Y> 5 e e
c

If moreover, x is irreducible then (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent to :

(d) For some 8 e we have

tY, 5id ~ t8, y(g), g e G, for all y e
ccy

If (b) holds then x(g)(geG) is unitary with respect to a new inner product
< V > on <2)(A) defined by

(6.2) <(j)Y, <t>5> :

0 if y # 8,

c5 if y 8.

Proof. First observe that x(/e)cjj6 8(k)<\>i,(kEK), so {(|>6} is a K-basis with
respect to t as well. We have

(6.3) t7>5(Ö[) « x^fg')B B*
(a) => (b) : Let x ~ a with a unitary. Then a a and a ~ x. Let {\|/5} be a

iC-basis for (a). Let h5\|/ô(8 g Ji{x)). Then, by Theorem 4.5 :

K~ _
by

^y, Ô ^y, 5

^5

y
ly, S i

so (b) holds.
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(b) => (a) : Assume (b). Then A is self-adjoint and positive definite. Define a

new inner product <*, •> on @(A) by <v, w> : (Av,w). Then, for

v, w g (/{A), g g G, we have :

<x(g)v, x(g)w> (Ax(g)v, x(g)w) (x(g l)Ax(g)v,w)

(Ax{g~ l)x(g)v, w) (Av, w) <v, w>

i.e. < i(g)v, x{g)w > < v, w >. Thus x is a unitary representation on @(A) with

respect to the new inner product. (Weak continuity of x is easily proved.) Let a be

the extension of this representation to a unitary representation in the Hilbert
B

space completion of Q){A) with respect to < v>. Then x ~ a, where B is

the closure of the identity operator on Q){A) (cf. Lemma 4.4). Note that we have

also proved the last part of the theorem.

The equivalence of (c) or (d) with (b) follows from Theorem 4.5.

6.2. The case SU( 1, 1)

It follows from (2.30) that

(6.4) C^,X,n,m — (— l)m W

rn, n •

Combination of (6.3), (2.29) and (6.4) yields

(6.5) fc^ x -x

In §6.1 we showed that a necessary condition for unitarizability of an

irreducible subquotient representation x of x is the equivalence of x and x. In
view of (6.5) and Theorem 4.7 this is only possible if X ±X, that is, if X is real or
imaginary. If X is imaginary then x % y so x is already unitary. Let us

now examine the case that X is real and nonzero. Then n^, -y If1 is an

irreducible subquotient representation of n^x then x ~ x with (cf. (4.10))

(6.6) u m
4>m, 4>m e (x),

where c^ k> m
is given by (4.9). Now a sufficient condition for the unitarizability of

x is that the coefficients x, m are all positive or all negative for e (x).

Referring to the classification in Theorem 3.4 we will examine these
coefficients. (Because of equivalence, it is not necessary to treat the cases where
X < 0.)
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(a) nox{k>0,X^Z+i).
(_ ^ + l)|m| ryCo,x,m 77-rZC'o, i,mhas fixed sign iff 0 < X < j.

fb) idx(A.>0, UZ).

(-^44 Km~ 7771
> m + i e {0, 1, 2, ...}

ICm + yNo fixed sign.

(c) 717
x and ti^ x(X, + £,eZ + j, X > 0).

(I'M ~M))!„ t ^ :
Cç, x,m= 7777,r m\Zk + lj|m| _{X+_)

Fixed sign.

(<1) TC°x(X+^6Z+iX>0).

c^- f^_i+ m)!(X + i_m)! ' + i-a-i
No fixed sign except if X, f, £ 0.

Combining these results with Theorems 3.4, 4.7 and 5.4 and Prop. 4.2 we
reobtain Bargmann's [2] classification of all irreducible unitary
representations of SU{ 1, 1):

Theorem 6.2. Any irreducible unitary representation of SU( 1,1) is

unitarily equivalent to one and only one of the following representations :

1) iv(£ 0, j, v>0), n0 0,7rt 7ü~
n (unitary principal series).

%* ' T, o T, o

2) 7T0, x(0<^<i) on C Span{..., c()_ l9 (t>0, <t>n •••}

with respect to the inner product

<(j)m <j>„ > : {nX+fH 8m,„ fcomplementary series).
(A+ 2)|m|

3) 41^%»^ 0 or i X £, + i Ç
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on
Cl Span{<K + i, (h+ 3/2, •••}

and

Cl Span{..., 4>-x-3/2,

respectively, with respect to the inner product

(discrete series),

4) ttq, x (identity representation)

6.3. Notes

6.3.1. Following Bargmann [2], most authors prove Theorem 6.2 by
infinitesimal methods. Vilenkin [43, Ch. VI] uses the method of the present

paper. Takahashi [39, §6] decides about unitarizability by considering whether

% x. n. n
is a positive definite function on G.

6.3.2. A method related to this section was used in Flensted-Jensen &
Koornwinder [15] in order to find all irreducible unitary spherical
representations of non-compact semisimple Lie groups G of rank one. They
examined the nonnegativity of the coefficients in the addition formula for the

spherical functions on G. See also [27, §6.4].

6.3.3. A generalization of Theorem 6.1 can be formulated for not necessarily
abelian K and, partly, for K-finite x, cf. [27, Theorems 6.4, 6.5].
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